
  

 

UNIFORM POLICY 

            

The School requires school uniforms to be worn to all school functions and sporting 
events unless the students are otherwise directed. The uniform must be clean and in 
good repair at all times. Students are expected to wear the appropriate uniform to and 
from school. Students who arrive at school with an inappropriate uniform may receive a 
code of conduct verbal and written warnings. 

The school uniform is as follows: 

GRADE 1 TO 4 

Boys:- Full sleeved shirt with stripes and school logo, dark blue pants with off white 
stripes, dark blue blazer with off white stripes, dark blue and red diagonal striped tie, 
white socks and black shoes and black belt with school logo. 

Girls:- dark blue check frock with white striped sleeve, white striped pants, dark blue 
blazer with off white stripes, dark blue and red diagonal striped cross tie and white 
socks and black shoes. 

GRADE 5 TO 12 

Boys:- Full sleeved shirt with stripes and school logo, dark blue pants with off white 
stripes, dark blue blazer with off white stripes, dark blue and red diagonal striped tie, 
white socks and black shoes and black belt with school logo. 

Girls:- Dark blue check full skirt, full-sleeved white shirt with stripes and school logo, 
dark blue check vest coat, dark blue and red diagonal striped tie, dark blue blazer with 
off white stripes, white socks and black shoes and plain white leggings 

House uniform consists of four different sets. On days of PE periods and sports-related 
activities or designated house assembly days, students may wear their GVIS house 
uniform. For boys: half sleeve color T-shirt with the school logo on the right chest and 
house name on back died of the T-shirt of green, yellow, pink and red for Emerald, 
Diamond, Sapphire and Ruby house respectively with navy blue color tracksuit pant 
with school name for common to all houses and white shoes. For girls: full sleeve long 
top with the school logo on right side of chest and house name on back died of the top 
of the green, yellow, pink and red for Emerald, Diamond, Sapphire and Ruby house 
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